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COLLOCATION--A SIMPLE, FLEXIBLE ANO EFFICIENT METHOD
FOR INTEGRAL AND DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
E. N. Houstls
Department of Computer Sciences
Purdue UnIversity




We present a collocatIon method based on piecewise cubic polynomials
I
In C for solving various Integral and differential equatIons. Two new
methods for handling curved boundaries are discussed based on collocation
and discrete least-squares. Finally, a summary of the properties of the
collocation method Is given which IndIcates the simplicity, flexlbl1fty,
efficiency, and generality of the method.
Introduction. In this report, we present an approximation theoretical
method for solving integral and differential equations. The method is the
so-called collocation whose idea is analogous to interpolation. Inspite,
Its simplicIty, flexibility, and efficiency, the method is not well known,
perhaps because It is dIfficult to theoretically analyse. We consider a
rather specific instance of the method based on piecewise cubic polynomials
I
In C and apply It to '/arlous Integral and differentIal equations. We discuss
two new methods for handling curved boundaries based on collocation and dls-
crete least-squares. Finally, we summarize the properties of the collocation
method which make It more efficient for general use.
I. COLLOCATION HETHOD
We present an abstract formulation of a differential operator problem
and an approxImation theoretic method for solving It. The problem can be
defined in terms of four attributes.
Problem Abstraction
0 • domaIn of x
• 00 • domain x
Lu(x) • f(x)
•
X E 0 operator equation
Bu(x) • g(x)
•
X E DO Auxiliary conditions
These problems are normally associated with two domaIns: one where an
operator equation Is to be satisfied and one where certain aUXiliary conditions
are to be satisfIed (such as boundary conditIons for differential equations).
An approximation theoretic method for approximating the solution of the above
problem consists of three distinct steps.
2Step
Step 2
Choose a set of functl0ns with which to approximate u(x).
Obtain a set of basis functions {BK} for this choice.
Choose a set of linearfunctJonals J say ~j j" 1,2, ••• that
determines the conditions for the approximation. These are
usually divided into two groups--one for the operator Land
one.for B.
Step 3 Choose two Integers nand m and determine the coefficients.
•
«KS In the approximation
m
u(x) • A(x) - E aKBK(x)
K-I
such that




is the point evaluation functionalIn the case of col Jocatlon. the )., ., 6J xJ
at xJ " In other words, the collocation approximation is forced to satisfy
the operator equation and the auxilliary condltons at certain points. Other
examples of approximation theoretfc methods are Taylor1s Series, Fourier




- Collocation Method. We describe a specific instance of the collo~
1catIon method based on piecewise cubic polynomials in C. we have implemented
and theoretically and experimentaJ Iy studied this method for integral
equations of Fredholm type, systems of nonlinear ordinary differental
equatIons, linear and nonl inear ell iptlc and hyperbo) ic partial dffferental
equations. (See [5J. [3]. [7], [4], [8J.)
3a. ApproxImate space
To approximate the solutIon of the operator equation problem, we
choose the space of piecewise cubic polynomial with first continuous derivatives,
which we denote by H (0). In one dimension the approximation Is definedp
locally as
A(x) - a, B, (x) + 8, Bl (x) + a l+1B'+I (x) + 8'+1 B:+ I (x) ,xe[xl,x i +I ]
where the basis functions Si' s: are defined In Figure I.
,"
In two-dimensions, the approximation Is defined locally by
where
16
A(x) - E alB, (x,y)
I-I
on E • rectangular element of n
Sf Is the I element of Hermite blcubic basts,
Q 1 • coefficient of 8( In the approximate solution
(the Index I refers to one element only)
b. InterpoJatfon operator. It Is worth notlcl·ng that the Idea of
collocation is analogous to Interpolation. In this section, we define an
Interpolation scheme whIch Is used as a basis for the collocatIon -method to
be descrIbed. Let 6 - { ) N+IXI I partition of Q. [a,b], we introduce an
Interpolating operator
4such that
R. • 1. • •• , 2N+2
where
°2 • a, 02N+2 • b, at· t 2j+l , 1·1,2 are the two Gaussian points with.
respect to [xl'x1+1] for J • 1, •••• Nand R.. 2, ••• , 2N+I.
A two-dimensional Interpolation operator in [a,b] x [e,d] Is defined as
where
• partition of [c,d] •




The coefficients al~s , biiS are determined by the linear algebraic system
or In matrix form
a A a l f(ol)-












where the coefficient matrix is the Gramian (denoted by GN) of the JnterM
polatlon operator ~.
In the caSe of unIform mesh ~, we have shown [5], after lengthy computations,
that GN is invertible and ~ Is bounded In the L~ - norm. If we denote by 3Hf the
5piecewise cubic Hermite Interpolant the followIng Inequality, obviously holds,
"-
Ilf - ~fll~ ~ (I + II~II) Ilf - aHflIL~ •
Based on this relation and the results on Hermite Interpolation [5], we have
proved (see [5])
THEOREM 25 • 1,2.3.4 and n a [0,1] ,
then
where 5'" P + q ."
.nd p,q are Integers.
The following numerIcal data verify the results of the theorem.
N Ilx4.QNx411~ Rate Ilex_~exll~ Rate
-4 3.106xI0-5 3.743 4.155x10
6 2.678xI0-5 3.96 -6 3.742.325x10
12 1.674xI0·6 3.99 1.646xI0-7 3.8
24 1.047xI0-7 4.00 -81.096x10 3.9
48 6.54IxI0-9 4.00 7.070xI0"10 3.95
I "
c. C - Collocation for Fredholm Integral Equations. We consider the
problem of approximating the solution of the Integral solution
~u =u(p) - • I k(P;Q)u(Q)dQ = f(P)
II
where II = [0,1]2, P - (x,y). Q = (5, t) and dQ = d5dt.













+ 1 Id.. B,B.}
IJ J
6such that
meaning that u satisfies the integral operator at the Interpolating points.p
For uniform. twa-dImensional mesh p the following results hold (see [5]).'
THEOREM
If AI: ~ Is not an eigenvalue of the kernel k(P;Q)
.....
A2: f, k are In Ws'~(n)
then,
J 5 • 1,2,3,4 .'
(II) for sufficiently small Ipl the collocation system Is uniquely
so1Yab 1e and
(12) for the error of approxlmatlon we have
Ilu-u ilL ~cllu-QuIIL Sclplsllull,.s.~p 011 P w w- •
The following data are In good agreement with the results of the above theorem.
The Integral equation
u(s) - ~/: k(s.t)u(t)dt a f(s). a':S':b,
Is solved for varIous kernel functions k, right side functions f and parameters ~.
Case (I). k(s.t)· cos(rrst). 0 < s,t:o 1,)..1. The rIght side f is
chosen so that u(s) • eScos(rrs).
N Max. Error Rate
3 4.55 x 10.2
6 4.24 x 10-3 3.4
12 3.37 x 10-' 3.7
24 2.59 x 10.5 3.7
48 1.75 x 10-& 3.9
7() ( ) a5tCase lr. k s.t - e • 0 S s,t S 1.A • 1.
example we pIck f so that
For the numerIcal
u(s) • eQs • a-I,B-S.
N Max. Error Rate
3 1.33 x 10"3
6 2.17 x 10·' 5.9
12 2.72 x 10'7 6.3
24 1.1 x 10·~ 4.6
48 8.57 x 10.10 3.7
,.
Ca.e (III). k(5 •.tl - t - 5. 0 .t•• • I.~ - 1. Choose f 50 that
0./2
U(5) - 5 • a· 1,3.5.7 .
a - 1
N Hax. Error Rate
3 9.79 x 10"3 .5
6 6.92 x 10"3 .5
12 4.87 x 10'3 .5
24 3.43 x 10"3 .5
48 2.42 x 10"3 .5
a - 3
N Hax. Error Rate
3 4.21 x 10·'
6 1.46 x 10" 1.5
12 5.10 x 10.5 1.5
24 1.79 x 10"5 1.5
48 6.32 x 10·· 1.5
8a • 5
N Hax. Error Rate
3 1.05 x 10.4
6 1.82 x 10"5 2.5
12 3.21 x 10"& 2.5
24 5.64 x 10"7 2.5
48 9.95 x 10"~ 2.5
a· 7
N Max. Error Rate
3 1.61 x 10"'
6 1.50 x 10·q 3.5
12 1.24 x 10"& 3.5
24 1.09 x 10"7 3.5
48 9.74 x 10"9 3.5
d. IC - CollocatIon for 2-polnt Boundary Value Problem
we consider the problem of approximating the solution of a Z-potnt
boundary value problem
, un· [a,b]
.!!.(a) • £. I' .!!.(b). £. 2 •
We seek an approximate solution
wIth
, 1·1 •••• , H
which Is determIned by the collocation conditions
9.. • 2, •••• 2N+1
H
In [3]. we show that if XE X c(2+n)([a,bJ). F is smooth enough, the
'-I
Green's function of a linear problem associated w(th ~ exists and Its discontinuous
derivatives up to nth order are bounded then for the error of approximation
we have
•
e. .[1 _ CollocatIon for Elliptic Partial Differential Equations
We consider. the problem of approximating the solution of a general
0°
elliptic partial dIfferential equatIon
Lu • Au + Bu + Cu + Du + Eu + Fu • G(u.u ,u )
xx xy yy x y X Y
defined on a general domain n and subject to mIxed type boundary conditions
lu • au + bu + cu • 9
x y on an • boundary of O.
This collocation method has the following components.
(el) Elements: A rectangular grid is placed over the domain. Rectangular
elements whose center Is not Inside the domain are discarded.
(C2) Approximation space: The Hermite bJcublc piecewise polynomials.
(C3) Approximation to the operator: The approxImate solution satlsffes
the differential equation exactly at the four Gauss poInts of a rec-
tangular element. For non-rectangular elements near the boundary,
the four Gauss points are projected inside the element as Indicated
by the diagram.
10
x • dIfferential equation
collocation points
(C3) Approximation to the boundary conditions: The boundary conditions are
Interpolated at a selected set of boundary points for either Dirichlet
or Neumann boundary conditions. If the domain is a rectangle and the
problem has Dirichlet conditIons. 0, then the Hermite bicubics are
selected so as to automatically satisfy the boundary conditions and
no boundary approxImation equations are used. This Js the same procedure
8S for the Galerkin and least squares methods. The detaIls on how the
boundary collocation points are selected are given below.
(C4) Equation Solution: The nonlinear algebraic system Is linearized using
Newton's method. The linear system 15 solved,by Gau5s~elimlnation
taking Into account the zeroes in the system (profile method), by a
sparse Gauss-elIminatIon with partial pIvoting and wIth an almost
block diagonal technique. In the Case of linear ellIptic equations with
homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann conditions,on a rectangular domain,
6 ~
we have shown In [7] that If u£W • (n), the coefficients of l are In
C(2+n) (0) and the Green I S funct ion of the prob lem ext sts with dlscortinuous partial
derivatives up to order n bounded. then the system of linear collocation
equations has a unique solutfon and for the error of approximatIon we have
with C constant independent of tJ..
x
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Next, we present a number of numerical data which agree with the theoretical
expectations. I. We consider the
defined on unit square and subject
equation Lu = uxx+Uyy+(2-cosxcOSY) =




The true so!utlqn is slnxslny.
maxerr • IITrue - uin) 11
m •






U ... 0, the results are:
RESULTS fOR GRID WITH 4 ELEMENTS
ITERATION N MAX.DIF. MAX. ERR. TIME1 9.13E-Ol 1.27E-02 .38
2 4.52E-Ol 1. 15E-001 .393 7.46E-04 1.12E-04 .40
4 2.68E-1O 1.H~E-04 .40
2.02
RESUL.1S FOR GRID ~IITH 9 ELEMENTS



















































































































II. We consider the equatIon
Lu =u + uyy • exp(u) + F on unit square withxx
F - -exp(true) + 2(x2 + y2)/(xy + 1)3
and subject to boundary condItions u· true.
In this example the true has been chosen 1./(xy+l). The results wIth
Initial estimate u(O) - 0 are:























R£SUL.TS fOR G~ID ~I7H 5 ELEMENTS












































RESULTS FOR GRID UITH 25
ITERATION N MFl).:. DIP. MA).:.EP.r:? TIME
1 2.46::+00 3.13:::-02 3.40
2 1.59:::+00 4.50£-05 3.44
3 5.01E-04 3.'18:::-05 3.42
4 7.24E-I0 3.49E-05 3.43
14.55
RESULTS FOR GRID WITH 36 ELEMENTS
ITEP.ATION N MAX.DIF'. MRX.EP.R. TIME
1 2.54£+00 3.18::-02 5.67
2 1.7S!:::+00 4.65£-05 5.77
3 S.02E-04 1.6~E-OS 5.74
4 7.1SE-10 1.64E-05 5.73
24.01























lu =. u + u
xx yy
2
... u + F
Is considered on unit square with Dirichlet boundary conditions with
True(x,y) ~ x(4-x) + exp(x2+Y)/20 aDd F ~ -(True)2 + L(True). The Initial
(0)
estimation U .. 0 results In:
RESULTS FO~ GRID ~ITH 4 ELEME~ITS
ITERATION N MAX. DIP. MAX. Erm. TINE1 1.55!::+01 3.13£-01 .372 1.57E+Ol 3.13E-03
.383 3.51E-02 1.0::'::-03 .384 2.14£-05 1.0SE-03
.385 1.54E-12 1.05E-03 .38
2.35
RESULTS FOR GRID UITH 9 ElE~IENTS
.'











































































































Table t. Data for solving Uxx + uyy ... f. u. 9 on" Q tJ'i~ure 1) with u taken as
Y[(x_2)2 + y2_I]e-.0625x(x-4) (y-2), [(3+(X-2)2) (3+y2)]
METHOO: COLLOCATION based on Hermite blcublcs (e I)


















Data foe solving u + u - [100 + cos(3wx) + sln(2ny)]u • f on unitxx yy
2 4squaee wIth u taken as [5.4-cos(4wx)]sln(wx)(y -Y)[5.4-cos(4wy)1'[I/(I+~ )_1/:
•• 4(x-.5)2 + 4(Y_.5)2
HElHOO: COLLOCATlOII based on Heeml te blcublcs
Number of Half MatrIx PrtJfl tc Gauss
.taxlmunl ErrorN [quat Ions Bandwidth Formation Solution





4 . 64 I" .335 ."63 1.31E-OJ5 100 16 .518 .921 3.3IE-02
6 144 18 .776 1.710 2.60E-02
8 256 22 1.367 4.405 1.25E-02
9 324 24 1.714 6.663 6.00E-03
Table 3 Data IndicatIng Collocation equation solution times for
BNOSOL. liSP IV. SLVBLK
SLVBLK IISP IV 8NDSOL
IIatelx Equation IIatelx EquatIon ltatelx EquationN Formation Solution Formation Solutlon Formation Solution
2 .033 .036 .036
.054 .036 .061





5 .308 .924 .223 1.266
.255 .963
6
.485 1.775 .322 2.391 .368 1.739








on unit square wi th uf, an
taken as cos ~x cos ny.
Max. Residual. max!Lu6(x,y) - f(x,y)! at nodes.
U,6 ·,·collocatlon approximatIon
N Maximum Error Rate Maximum ResIdual Rate
2 2.308E-02 3.508E-OO
3 5.383E-03 3.59 1.694E-OO 1.8
"4 1.822E-03 3.77 9.8o0E-OJ 1.9
5 7.696E-04 3.86 6.332E-OI 1.946 3.773E-04 3.91 4.44IE-OI 1.96
7 2.057E-04 3.94 3.276E-OI J.978 J.213E-04 3.96 2.515E-OI 1.98
-
15
f. Collocation Method of Lines for Nonlinear HyperbolIc P.D.E.I S
We consider the problem of approximating the solution of the
nonlinear hyperbolic equation
p(x .. t,U)Utt - q (x,t.u)uxx ::; f(x.t,u,ux)' (x,t)e:(O.l)x(O,T).
subject to the initial conditions
"(x,O) • 0. (x) , "t (x,O) • 02 (x) , o < t < I.
and the boundary conditions
"(O,t) • 0 , "(J,t) • 0
• o < t s T •
.'
Assume that the coefficients satisfy
o < c J iC p(x,t,u) SCI" • c2 ~ q (x,t,u) S C2 •
for 0 S x s 1 • 0 s t iC T and -~ < u < +~. Also, we assume
that p. q. f are continuously differentiable functions of their arguments and
uniformly bounded.
We seek an approximation
N+I








o < t :5i T i. • 2, ..... 21HI
,
- 0
"A(O,t) - "A(I,t) - 0









(III) uA(x.O), ~U6(X'O) are Hermite interpolants of
au
u(x,O), ~ (x,D). respectively,
then for the error of approximation we have
Ilu-UdIIL~(O.T;L~) S C h4
where C Is Independent of h.
Next, we present an example of a linear hyperbolic equation solved by applying
1
the C - collocation method In both directions.
Table i Data for solving the inItial boundary value problem
uxx • 4Utt .+u t with u(x,O) m sin ; x I
Ut(X.O) • - 1/4 sin ~ x In [0.2] and u(O,t)· u(2.t) = 0 for 0 • t ~ 2.
The exact solutIon Is










II. METHODS FOR CURVED BOUNDARIES
11. 1 COLLOCAnON
The most sensitive aspect of collocation is tho placement of the
boundary collo~ation points for non-rectangular domains. First. one must.
take care that these points are reasonably separated from
interior collocation points. This is not difficult to do even in an
automatic way, but the penalty for overlooking this point is an ill-
conditioned computation with large errors.
One first overlays the region ~ith a rectangular gri4 and di~cards
,
the elenents which intersect the domain slightly or not at all. Let Sb
be the number of boundar}" sides of the resulting rectangular partition.
Then -the number of boundary collocation points required is 2Sb _+ 4. Kc use
~wo basic sche~es for dist~ibuting the boundary collocation points as





2-Point Scheme Midpoint Scheme
Figure 1. Two schemes for distributing boundaTY collocation pointse . The
x's are the systematic collocation points and tne O's are the four extra oneSe
A theoretical ana1}"sis indicates that the 2-point scheme is superior
for rectangular .regions if the t,..-o points used arc the
Gauss points for each boundary segr.l:mt. I~'e compared the Gauss
points with equally spaced points and fOWld the equally spaced points
give slightly better. accuracy for rectangular domains.
We made n~~erous numerical e~~eriments 1~hich confirmed tha~ the 2-point
scheme is superior for rectangular regions~




Figure 2. The tl~O ·schc:::.es for a simple curved domain~
J.lidpoint Scheme
The lines show
how the collocatio~ points nrc placed on the edge of the rectangular partition
and then mapped onto the portions of the boundary intersecting each rectangular
element.
The theoretical advantage of the 2-point scheme no longer holds for curved
boundaries and our experiments confirm that. it has no advantage over the
midpoint scheme in this case. In fact it is, on the average, slightly less
accurate. Furtho~ore, the midp~int scheme automatically gives colloca~ion
-,~,is to use the 2-point sche~e for boundaries which are'
,.
of the boundary conditions at ~nr extremities of the ~oruain (for ex~~ple,
for Q piecewise rectangular boundary such as in Problems 16 mld 17, see
Figure 5). It is often essential that collocation of the boundary conditions
be made at ell exterior corners of the domain. The mid point scheme naturally
provides this.
Our procedure
straight (or nearly so) and parallel to a coordinate axis and to use the
midpoint scheme otherwise. The two schemes may be used together for a domain
such· as shown above and we do this as shohn in Figure 3.
.' .
There seems to be no particularly advantageous method,to distribute the
4 extr~ collocation points beyond putting them in elements with exterior
corners and spreading the~ somewhat evenly around tbe boundary. ~ always
map the midpoint type collocation points to segments of the curved boundary
which are interior to the rectangular p~rtition. The poin~s are placed
uniformly on each such segment. At times this may leave rather large segll".ents
of a curved boundary "unused", but ,,"e have not found a rcI!2ble method to
place collocation points on the intermediate segoents. We do place collocation
points outside the rectangular partition for the 2-point scheme. An












Figure 4. Example which illustrates boundary collocation points for
the 2-poiut sche~e ~hich are outside the rectangular partition and
collocation for-the ~idpoint scheme are inside. Collocation is not
done on t ....·o large bounda'I)" segn:e:nts.
.-
becomes minimum locally In each
11.2 LEAST-SQUARES COLLOCATION
In the computational analysts of the collocation scheme described
above, it was observed that the convergence of the method depends on the
location of the boundary collocation points. We have described two schemes
for the distribution of boundary points that lead to an experlmentally stable
method. To avoid the dependence on the boundary collocation points, we have
developed and implemented two least~squares schemes for the approximation
of the boundary conditIons. First, we choose the collocation approximation
so that I:
p,EaE
boundary element. In the second scheme. the dIscrete least squares ~~
......... ,........ -,
",'
norm of boundary residual over the entire boundary Is minimized. Theoret-
leal and experimental results will be published elsewhere.
III'. SUMMARY OF PROPERTI ES OF THE COLLOCAT I ON METHOD
a) Slmpllcltv. In the Jlnear case. the collocation equations are
easily generated element by element. No numerical Integration Is required.
There are 16 nonzero coefficients per row and the system has an almost block
dIagonal structure. In the ml1dly nonlinear case. the Jacobian matrix has
the same structure.
b) FlexibIlity. Once the analogy with Interpolation Is seen.
then one can quIckly adopt the method to a wide range of problems.
c) Accuracy. It depends on the cho Ice of bas fs funct ions and locat ion
of collocation points. This Is another analogy with the interpolation.
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d) Efficiency. We have systematically evaluated (see [I], [2], [6])
six methods for solving two-dimensional linear elliptIc partial differential
equations on general domains. The methods are: standard finite difference,
collocation, Galerkin and least-squares using Hermite cubic piecewise poly~
nomlals. Galerkln using blcublc splines and Galerkln using linear triangular
elements. Our test set of problems ranges from simple to moderately complex.
The prlnclpa) conclusion Is that collocation is the most efficient method
for general use. Standard finIte differences 15 sometimes more efficient
for very crude accuracy (where efficiency is not Important anyway), but
It Is also sometlmes"enormously less efficient even for very modest accuracy.
The accuracy of the Galerkln and least-squares Cl methods is sometimes better
than collocation, but the extra cost always negates this advantage for our
. 2
problems. The Galerkfn C for rectangular domains turns to be competitive
to ~ollocation for self-adjoint problems with simple functions in the
differential operator and high accuracy requirements.
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. APPENDlf... • •
mesh A a {a a X < XI
x 0
cubic polynomIals with
The nlccc\"isc bicubic Hermite. clement. GIven the one-dimensIonal1/. !.:
< ••• < ~ ~ b}, let H(~x} be the space of piecewIse
respect to ~ which are contInuously differentiablex •
In [a,b). We will denote by HO(~ ) the set of functions PcH(A ) which
x x
satisfy the boundary conditions pea) ~ pCb) a O. Given the mesh
Ay • {c a YO < YI < '" < YH D d} the space H(~y) Is defined analogously.
In order to Introduce a representation of a blcubrc rectangular Hermite
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Then the bicublc rectangular elerrent Is deflned by
,
~
U(x.y) D BX1 BYI u1 + Bx2 BYI Uz + Bx2 Byz "3 + BX1 BY2 u~
+B
x3 BYI ax) + Bx~ Byl .x2 + Bx~ BY2 .x3 + Bx3 BY2 ·x~
+B
xl BY3 ·yl + Bx2 BY3 ·y2 + Bx2 By~ .y3 + Bx) By~ ay~




where u1 - value at the point I
oxl' Oyl ~ x and y derivatives at the poInt I
Txyl a xy (cross) derivative at the point I.
,
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.9- The ptcce\... ise bicubic Sol ioe Eler!:ent. let 50 (.6.,,) be the space of
functloilS sex) which are cubic polynomials In each subinterval [xlxil-Il ,





{fj(Y)}jaO are defined analogously,
..
xl+2








• conditions sea) a s(b) • O. lie choose the B-spllne basis for the
II
piecewIse polyno~laJ spare SO(~x) and denote the~ by (~I(x)} •
• .' laO








lie denote B (x,y) " 9k (x)¢ (y) for m -I: + (n+1)1+I, 0 :; k,L :; tI,m L
p D A xA and 50 (p) the space of bicubic splines respresentcd byx y
(11+1) 2
s(x,y) a I 8 8 (x,y) •
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